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2013 AVLBL Safety Equipment Recommendations 
 
Many youth baseball programs nationwide have begun to institute mandatory personal safety equipment rules and 
guidelines for safe baseball play.  These recommendations apply from T-Ball through High School baseball.  AVLBL 
strongly believes the products listed below help protect children from 5 to 18 years of age, and therefore the Board of 
Directors is recommending the use of 5 pieces of equipment.   
 
We highly encourage every parent to consider these personal safety devices for the 2013 baseball year.  These products 
are not "yet" mandated by Little League Baseball, so AVLBL is not mandating them yet either.  Nonetheless, the AVLBL 
Board of Directors thinks it is important enough for every parent to know about them-- in order for you to make your 
own informed decision about whether to purchase these items for your children. 
 

Highly Recommended 
 

Protective Athletic Cup - This is an AVLBL mandatory piece of equipment for all males playing the position of 
catcher for obvious reasons.  However, the protective cup should be worn by all players in all positions for safety 
in the field and while batting.  No longer awkward like the cups worn from 1960-1990; today the protective cup 
is a simple plastic insert into a comfortable boxer brief undergarment.  This product can be purchased at 
Modell's, Dick's Sporting Goods, Sports Authority, or on-line at Amazon.  AVLBL recommends the full-boxer brief 
style protective cup manufactured by McDavid, Adidas, or Rawlings.  
  
Sternum Protector or Heart-Guard - One of the greatest new inventions in baseball is the sternum protector 
(commonly called a heart-guard).  Google search the terms Commotio Cordis and Youth Baseball, and every 
parent should believe that sternum protection is really important.  Protecting children's hearts from a pitched, 
batted or thrown baseball is our concern.  There are dozens of protective products in this area, and they are all 
very good.  AVLBL is recommending the "McDavid Compression Shirt with Sternum Protection".  The AVLBL 
Board likes the effectiveness of the Hexpad design, and we have first-hand tournament experience with the 
product in very hot weather (no overheating of the player).  The McDavid Compression Shirt with Sternum 
Protection can be purchased on-line at Amazon or at Destination Athlete (an AVLBL Sponsor - see link). 
 
Mouth-Guards - Baseball is considered a contact sport.  You've probably noticed many Major League Baseball 
players wearing mouth-guards over the past 2-3 seasons.  That is because "Endodontists" have estimated that 
20 percent of all players experience a dental injury over the course of their baseball careers.  Pitched, thrown or 
batted baseballs can make contact with teeth, and it is simply a good precaution at the youth level.  Your local 
dentist can make fitted mouth-guards for about $50 or the local sporting goods store carries and assortment for 
about $20 as well.  Although effective, off the shelf mouth-guards can sometimes be difficult to fit in the mouth 
of youth players.  Dr. Bydalek (local Hunterdon County dentist) will be making a presentation at Parents' Night 
regarding the benefits of fitted mouth-guards, and AVLBL encourages their use in 2013. 

 
Recommended 
 

Cage Face Mask on Batting Helmet - Batting helmets are mandatory equipment in AVLBL play.  Cage masks on 
batting helmets will likely be mandatory youth baseball equipment within the next 5 years, and their use is 
gaining popularity every year.  There are dozens of brands of batting helmets, and a snug fit to the shape of your 
child's head is the most important element of proper batting helmet safety.  Therefore, AVLBL does 
not recommend any particular brand of batting helmet, but we are encouraging the use of face masks attached 
to the helmet at all age levels.  Masks are proven to increase the confidence level of a youth baseball batter as 
well. 
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Baseball Shoes - Soccer cleats and sneakers are much lighter than baseball shoes, and they do not offer the 
same amount of protection as a baseball shoe or a football cleat.  Baseball shoes offer more protection to the 
top of the foot and toes, and they are also recommended by AVLBL.  This Spring, Modell's has a nice baseball 
shoe manufactured by Rawlings that costs less than twenty dollars--(Please see the Modell's coupon on web-
site).  However, just like with helmets a proper fit is the most important element in selecting the proper baseball 
shoe.  Metal baseball spikes are not permitted in AVLBL.  All players must have a molded bottom cleat (or 
sneaker) to be eligible for play. 

 

 


